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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a novel fitness function for evolutionary art, which generates sequences
of movements—i.e. robot choreographies—based on similarity to an inspiring repertoire. Similarity
is counterbalanced by a novelty mechanisms, which makes it possible to sample unexplored areas of
the choreography space. The approach is discussed together with preliminary results achieved in the
context of Nō theatre. This work is a first step towards the development of a computational creativity
system that can incorporate diverse generative mechanisms and can exploit information theoretic and
complexity measures both for the generation and assessment of the choreographies produced.
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1. Introduction
Computational creativity (CC) is an emerging field of research within AI that studies the ability
of machines to both generate and evaluate novel outputs that would, if produced by a human,
be deemed creative. Computers and creativity make interesting partners with respect to two
different aims: one is understanding human creativity, the other is trying to produce “machine
creativity”, in which the computer at least appears to be creative, to some degree [1]. In this
context there exists a wide spectrum of activities. Most researchers are focused on specific tasks,
such as the generation of music [2], paintings [3], poetry [4], jokes [5] or games [6]. Some, such
as Wiggins [7] and Ritchie [8], are interested in the generic frameworks within which such
tasks take place, and how to evaluate them.
The majority of these works have been drawn from one of the most computationally tractable
definitions of creativity, which has been proposed by Margaret Boden [9]: creativity is the
ability to come up with ideas or artefacts that are new, surprising, and valuable [1]. So today it
is widely accepted that something to be called creative needs to meet at least two main traits:
novelty (or unexpectedness, unpredictability, surprise, originality) and value (or usefulness,
quality, appropriateness, meaningfulness) [10].
These concepts—and novelty in primis—may find their definition in the context of Information
Theory [11]; the theoretical tools it provides enable one to formalise the crucial concepts of
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pattern and randomness that are central to learning and computer capability of generating, and
relevant to evaluating the novelty of new generated products [12].
Our long term objective in CC aims at investigating these fundamental aspects with a two-fold
perspective: exploring mechanisms for the generation of creative artefacts and exploiting information theory metrics for the assessment of such systems. Compared to the works mentioned
above, our approach is different and tries to investigate CC on an empirical basis. With these
assumptions, as an interdisciplinary research group, 1 we decided to explore the generation
of robot choreoghraphies for the Nō theatre, a traditional form of classical Japanese musical
drama.
In this work we present the first steps of this research. We conceived a genetic algorithm
(GA) which, starting from a given inspiring repertoire and a set of unitary moves, generates
symbolic sequences of movements (i.e., choreographies) exploiting similarity with the repertoire
combined with the novelty search approach [13].

2. Proposed approach
The idea was to start from a simple, basic system, that includes primitive but essential mechanisms for creative generation (appropriateness/similarity and novelty) then increasingly add
features that enhance the creative potential of the generative system, to evaluate the effects
that these modifications have on the metrics used for the assessment. So we started encoding
similarity and novelty in a genetic algorithm. To do this, we conceive a fitness function that
evaluates the average similarity of an individual from the samples in the inspiring set. The
entire generation process is guided by the novelty search approach described in [13]. These
choreographies are performed by a (virtual) Nao robot 2 using CoppeliaSim 3 environment.

2.1. Encoding
We represent a choreography as a sequence of basic moves (i.e., figures or poses). Each figure is
stored as a single keyframe (motion capture data) that specifies a particular position of each
captured joint and is encoded as a symbol. Therefore, in our representation a choreography is a
sequence of symbols. Hence, the GA generates strings (symbols sequences) that are mapped to
keyframe series (sequences of joint angles sets). The actual movement of the robot is given by
the transition from one keyframe to another. Only steady poses are encoded and we assume
that the transition between stable moves is stable too, taking advantage of the typical gentle
style of Nō movements. This, in general, represents a limitation for robot movements in real
applications (e.g., some moves or transitions could make the robot fall) but runs well for our
purpose.
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2.2. Inspiring set and similarity
In general—but especially when dealing with artistic problem modelization—it is not trivial to
conceive a (fitness) function that fully captures all the problem objectives. What is valuable?
And how a choreography can be judged as more valuable than another? Note that in this case,
we use the term value as a synonym of appropriateness or membership. The value, the quality,
of an artefact will usually be assessed by other agents’ (humans) judgement and will be based
on cultural experience and knowledge, and hence are likely to reflect historical comparisons of
the artefacts. These aspects refer more to the H-creativity [9] and will be addressed in future
work. To model this aspect in this first attempt, the idea is to take a sample repertoire and to
evaluate each individual through its similarity with respect to such a given set. The inspiring
set represents choreographies that the robot, or the dancer, knows about a particular style or
repertoire, which is the knowledge from which the artist pursues its style and creates new
pieces. As a first step, we created the repertoire by manually encoding typical sequences of
moves (kata) that have been performed by a Nō expert.4
Therefore, the fitness function evaluates sequences using string similarity between individuals
and this repertoire. In formulas:
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑

𝑓 𝑖𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑥) =

1
∑ 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑟𝑒[𝑛], 𝑥)
𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑛=1

(1)

𝐽 𝑊 (𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝐽 𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦)
(2)
2
where 𝑐𝑎𝑟𝑑 = |𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑟𝑒| is the cardinality of the repertoire (i.e., the number of sequences forming
the repertoire), 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑖𝑟𝑒[𝑛] is the 𝑛th element of that inspiring set and where the similarity is
formulated as the combination of Jaro-Winkler and Jaccard [14] string distances, respectively
𝐽 𝑊 (𝑥, 𝑦) and 𝐽 𝑎𝑐𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦) in equation 2. Similarity can be thought of as the convergent process
in the generation that constrains the resemblance of generated artefact to given samples.
𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦) = 1 −

2.3. Novelty search
Convergent/divergent thinking is a characteristic of creativity; to model these dynamics, we
include a novelty search mechanism that guides the generation in the opposite way with respect
to similarity. The novelty mechanism is inspired by the work of Vinhas et al. [13]. The main
goal of this algorithm is to generate a more diverse set of individuals than the set that would be
created by a traditional fitness based evolutionary algorithm. The method evolves individuals
according to two criteria: (i) look for the best individuals according to the fitness function
and (ii) take novelty and fitness as two different objectives to be maximised using a Pareto
optimization. This bi-objective optimization is performed considering the number of individuals
of the current generation that have a fitness above a given threshold. It uses also an archive to
store the most novel individuals. The novelty score is then calculated as
𝑘

1
𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑦(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑥, 𝑗)
𝑘 𝑗=1
4
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(3)

where 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑥, 𝑗) is a dissimilarity metric, between the individual being evaluated and a set of
𝑘 neighbours chosen from the population and the archive. We implemented the dissimilarity
metric by complementing the similarity function.

2.4. Results
We tested the algorithm by varying several parameters, among which the size of the repertoire,
and we compared the results of the combined use of similarity and novelty with simple fitnessbased GA results and random search—which may represent a naive way of producing a divergent
process. For lack of space, here we just briefly summarize the main results. As expected, the
overall similarity slightly decreases with the size of the repertoire, meaning that the search
process achieves a similarity balance between the generated individuals and the ones in the
repertoire. The drift imposed by novelty turns out to be effective, as the best choreographies
generated are usually sensibly different among themselves, considerably more diverse than
those generated at random. Some samples of the choreographies can be found here: https:
//github.com/ste93/NaoNohVideos.

3. Ongoing and future work
Currently we are performing a quantitative assessment of the choreographies by applying information theory and complexity measures. These metrics make it possible to capture relevant
features of the choreographies that can be used both for identifying their peculiarities and differences (and possibly compare the fingerprint provided by the metrics with human evaluation),
and derive some heuristics for improving the generation process. This approach is analogous
to that recently proposed for swarm robotics [15]. Among the metrics that we are currently
applying we mention the Normalized Compression Distance [16]—which is an alternative to
similarity and it is based on Kolmogorov complexity—and the Set-based Complexity [17], which
is aimed at reckoning the heterogeneity of an ensemble of non-random strings.
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